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the Selection of Tree Topology’ 
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Sequential pairwise alignment of multiple sequences is a widely used procedure 
(Kruskal 1983 ). It is useful and generally successful when sequences within a set differ 
by relatively few substitutions. Although it is well known that differential substitution 
rates can artifactually bias the assessment of tree topology (Felsenstein 1978), it is 
not generally known that the order in which sequences are aligned can bias tree se- 
lection. 

To test the effect of alignment order, the classical four-taxon test has been applied 
to the “tree of life” (Lake et al. 1984; Woese and Olsen 1986) by using alternative 
alignments and three reconstruction algorithms [maximum parsimony (Fitch 197 1)) 
transversion parsimony (Brown et al. 1982), and evolutionary parsimony (Lake 
1987)]. There is enormous interest in this tree because it relates all known organisms 
and because its topology is expected to provide insight into the evolution of modem 
organisms. Because the tree spans large evolutionary distances, its topology has been 
difficult to establish. 

By means of sequences from elongation factor Tu ( EF-Tu), the most conserved 
protein sequence known to span the tree of life, it is shown that specific alignment 
orders systematically favor alternative trees. In particular, if taxa A and B are pairwise 
aligned and if C and D are pairwise aligned, the resulting alignment of the EF-Tu 
sequences more often gives the tree that has A and B as topological neighbors and C 
and D as topological neighbors, regardless of the tree reconstruction algorithm used. 
Because all three reconstruction algorithms produced the same tree for any particular 
alignment, unequal rate effects appear to be secondary for EF-Tu sequences. This 
indicates that order-dependent alignment biases are distinct from unequal rate effects 
and that, for some data, they could be as important as unequal rate effects. 

Pairwise alignments of protein sequences were performed with the ALIGN pro- 
gram available in the Dayhoff package (Dayhoff et al. 1983 ). The penalty for a break 
was 6, and the mutation data matrix corresponded to 250 accepted point mutations 
with a bias of +2. These are reasonable values for the weights and correspond to those 
used in the examples in the description of the ALIGN program. [For an insightful 
discussion of alignment weights, see the paper by Fitch and Smith ( 1983); also see 
Waterman and Perlwitz ( 1984) .] EF-Tu sequences were aligned as protein sequences 
to obtain more robust alignments and were back-translated into nucleic acid sequences 
(e.g., phe was translated as UUY, leu as YUN, arg as NGN, and ser as NNN) so that 
the maximum-, transversion-, and evolutionary-parsimony methods could be com- 
pared by equivalent data. Only positions consisting of a single nucleotide (i.e., U, C, 
A, or G but not R, Y, or N) in each of the four sequences were scored. These uniquely 
defined replacement sites are presumed to correspond to the most conserved nucleotide 
positions. 

A multiple alignment of four sequences can be achieved by successively aligning 
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three pairs of sequences. Let A, B, C, and D represent amino acid (or nucleotide) 
sequences, and let AB represent the alignment (sensu Kruskal 1983) of A with B, etc. 
[In this definition, an alignment consists of a matrix of two rows in which a match is 
indicated by a column with the same element above and below, a replacement (or 
substitution) is indicated by a column with different elements above and below, and 
a deletion in A (or an insertion in B) is represented by a column with a gap ( - ) above 
and with a nongap element below, etc.] If one sequence is common to all three pairs, 
I call these star alignments. If no sequence is common to more than two pairs, I call 
these linear alignments; there are 12 of them represented by a linear notation such as 
ABCD, where the four letters represent the four sequences and where the three adjacent 
pairs of letters-AB, BD, and DC-represent the three pairwise alignments used to 
generate the total alignment. 

Pairwise-alignment algorithms do not distinguish between the order of the two 
sequences being aligned. Thus, the alignment of sequence A with B, AB, is equivalent 
to the alignment of B with A, BA. There are 4! = 24 orderings of four letters ( ABCD 
represents the alignment of A with B, B with C, and C with D) corresponding to four- 
taxon pairwise alignments, but because only the neighbors-and not their order- 
count, the alignment ABDC is equivalent to the alignment CDBA. This explains why 
it was stated earlier that there are only 12 (=24/2) independent linear, pairwise align- 
ments of four sequences. 

Multiple alignments were generated from sequential pairwise alignments as il- 
lustrated in table 1. In the upper example the AB alignment is aligned to the BC 
alignment by requiring the common (or guide) sequence B to have its two amino acid 
sequences aligned perfectly, leading to the introduction of an additional gap (* ) in 
each of the AB and BC alignments. Once this has been done, the ABBC alignment 
on the left may be reduced to the ABC alignment on the right. [The ABC alignment 
is defined only within the length (or range) of B because B contains only gaps outside 
this range. Hence, B can not be used to relate the A and C sequences in regions where 
B does not exist. Additional rules could be devised to extend this range, but this seems 

Table 1 
Sequential Alignment of Two Alignments 

Alignment of Two Alignments Reduced Representation 

AB aligned with BC: 
A: KN- ITGTS+QA 
B : KNMIT-AS*QA 

B : KNMIT*AS - QA 
C: K-MIT&AKQM 

BC aligned with CA: 
B: KNMITAS-QA 
C: K-MITAAKQM 

C : K*MITAAKQM 
A: K*NITGTSQA 

KN-ITGTS-QA 
KNMIT-AS-QA 
K-MIT-AAKQM 

KNMITAS-QA 
K-MITAAKQM 
K-NITGTSQA 

NOTE.--Two pairwise alignments of sequences are aligned by reference 
to a common sequence. At the top left the AB pair is aligned with respect to 
the BC pair through the common B sequence. At the bottom left the BC pair 
is aligned with the CA pair through the common C sequence. On the left, 
hyphens (-) represent gaps introduced when the initial pairs (AB and BC upper, 
or AB and CA lower) were aligned, and asterisks (*) represent gaps introduced 
when two alignments were aligned with each other. Asterisks have been changed 
to hyphens on the right. The final result is shown in a reduced form at the 
right. A triple alignment ABC is commonly not the same as a triple alignment 
BCA. 
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an unnecessary complication for this paper, since positions containing gaps will not 
be scored.] 

One can easily show that the alignment ABC is equivalent to the alignment CBA, 
since B is used as the guide sequence for both alignments. Furthermore, alignments 
are associative; that is, the alignment (AB)(CD) is equivalent to (ABC)(D), where 
the brackets indicate the order in which alignments are combined. [The alignment 
(ABC)(D) is equivalent to the alignment (ABC)(CD) since the left and right C se- 
quences are identical. Likewise, (AB)(CD) is equivalent to (ABC)( CD). Hence 
(ABC)(D) is equivalent to (AB)( CD).] Although sequential alignments are associative, 
they are not in general commutative. This is shown by the example in the bottom 
half of table 1, where the alignment BCA is calculated. It is clear that the alignment 
BCA is not equivalent to ABC. A collection of alignments is thus a semigroup under 
alignment, as pointed out by a reviewer. 

The four-taxon tree is the traditional vehicle for testing reconstruction algorithms, 
and the best-known four-taxon test concerns the tree of life, which relates all known 
groups of organisms. Hence it will be used to illustrate the effects that alignment has 
on tree selection. In its unrooted form, the tree of life relates the Halobacteria (H), 
the Eubacteria ( B) , the Eukaryotes ( K) , and the Eocytes (E) . The best-studied proteins 
that are found in all known organisms are the DNA-dependent RNA polymerases, 
the ATP synthetases, and the protein synthesis factor EF-Tu ( EF- 1 alpha in eukaryotes) . 
The EF-Tu sequences are the least divergent of the three proteins and were used in 
the present study. This reduced complications introduced by unequal rate effects. 

Amino acid sequences were taken from each of four representative taxa. E.&z- 
erichia coli was selected as the traditional eubacterium (Yokota et al. 1980), but 
analogous results were obtained with EF-Tu sequences from Spirulina platensis (cy- 
anobacterium) and Therrnotoga martima ( thermophilic eubacterium) . Halobacterium 
marismortui was chosen as the H sequence (Baldacci et al. 1990). Thermococcus celer 
was selected as an E sequence ( Auer et al. 1990). Saccharomyces cerevisiae was chosen 
as the K representative (Nagata et al. 1984) because of its central phylogenetic position 
and because its sequence appears to have undergone relatively fewer substitutions than 
have either other single-celled E or most metazoans. For sequences B, E, H, and K, 
the 12 linear alignments are EKBH, KEBH, EKI-IB, KEHB, EHBK, HEBK, EHKB, 
HEKB, HKBE, KHBE, HKEB, and KHEB. In reduced form, EHBK is an alignment 
of four rows. 

Four taxa may be related in only three unrooted trees, as shown in figure 1. In 
the archaebacterial tree in figure IA, K are not topologically closest to either E or H. 
In the halobacterial tree, shown in figure lB, K are topologically closest to H, and in 
the eocyte tree, shown in figure lC, the K are topologically closest to E. 

For the six alignments shown in table 2A, the order of alignment strongly influ- 
ences the topology. In particular, ( 1) those alignments in which E is aligned with H 
and in which K is aligned with B support the archaebacterial tree, (2) those alignments 
in which H is aligned with K and in which B is aligned with E support the halobacterial 
tree, and (3) those in which E is aligned with K and in which B is aligned with H 
support the eocyte tree. The order of alignment dominates the topology. 

The observations are consistent with the following simple explanation: When 
one aligns the E sequence with the K sequences and then aligns the B and H sequences, 
the sequences are, in effect, being fit to the tree that has E and K on one side of the 
central branch and B and H on the other side. In this instance the eocyte topology 
will be emphasized. Similarly, when one fits E with H and fits B with K, the archae- 
bacterial tree is favored, and so forth. 

When the remaining six alignments are examined (table 2B), a similar but de- 
creased effect is found. Although these alignments primarily support the eocyte tree, 
the greatest support for a given topology (or a tie for greatest support) occurs when 
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Table 2 
Order of Alignment as Biasing Topology 

MAXIMUM PARSIMONY TRANSVERSION PARSIMONY EVOLUTIONARY PARSIMONY 

Archaebacterial Halobacterial Eocyte Archaebacterial Halobacterial Eocyte Archaebacterial Halobacterial Eocyte 
ALIGNMENT Tree Tree Tree Tree Tree Tree Tree Tree Tree 

A: Central alignment including most 
divergent sequence (B): 

EHBK .._..__..__.___ zz 6 21 16 2 9 II 0 5 
HEBK ._..._..___.._.......,,._ 31 5 16 14 1 8 8 0 5 
HKBE 15 22 20 5 14 9 5 11** 4 
KHBE __ 13 28 21 5 rs 10 5 ,,, 5 
EKBH __ ., 12 I 37 5 4 21 2 2 11 
KEBH _..__.._.......__..,,._.. 8 8 II 3 2 u 2 -1 ,,** 

B: Central alignment not including most 
divergent sequence (B): 

EHKB 18 6 18 8 3 9 6 3 3 
HEKB ._.._.._.._._...._.__,.__ 17 5 19 7 2 9 3 2 3 
HKEB .._...__..._.__..__ 13 8 20 5 3 ro 1 2 z 
KHEB .__.._..___.._.......,,.. 16 10 19 I 4 lo 3 5 
EKHB ._.........._..___.__.___ 14 8 22 5 4 11 3 

: 
p 

KEHB __.__..__..__._______.___ 15 8 26 6 3 11 2 2 2 
C: Order-invariant alignment I 2 13 3 0 6 3 1 4 
D. Star alignments: 

StarB __ __ _._ .._ 13 13 22 6 I Iz 5 4 5 
StarE __ ___ __ ___ 13 8 z! 5 2 lo 0 0 6 
StarH 15 I1 25 6 5 1 4 5 2 
StarK 16 12 21 6 3 9 4 3 4 

NOTE.-Data are scores for the respective trees. In all three parsimony methods used to analyze aligned sequences, each of the three trees is associated with particular patterns of nucleotide 
occurrence. The scores for maximum parsimony and for transversion parsimony are the number of sequence positions at which the nucleotide pattern supports a particular topology. The scores for 
evolutionary parsimony are the number of sequence positions that support minus the number that oppose a topology. The tree with the greatest support is deemed “most parsimonious.” Only 
nucleotide positions without gaps were used in the tree consttuction analyses. The tree topology supported by the most counts is underlined (ties are not indicated). The six, of 12 possible, alignments 
shown in A correspond to those in which the central alignment includes the most divergent sequence, (B). In B the central alignment pair does not include the most divergent sequence, (B). Two 
alternative alignment strategies that are less influenced by tree topologies are shown in C and D. In C the order-independent alignment includes only the portion of the alignment that is common to 
three diverse linearly sequential alignments. Star alignments are analyzed in D. The StarB alignment uses the B sequence for reference; the StarE alignment uses the E sequence; etc. 

l P < .05, by x2 test (as in Lake 1987). 
** P < .03, by x2 test (as in Lake 1987). 
*** P < .Ol, by x2 test (as in Lake 1987). 
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logenetic reconstructions. Furthermore, the alignment artifact is likely to have wide- 
ranging consequences, since almost all alignments are constructed by first aligning the 
pairs of sequences that are most similar. Whether calculated by computer or by eye, 
these types of alignments predispose the algorithms toward the tree that has the least 
divergent taxa as neighbors. Even true multiple-taxon alignment algorithms (Sankoff 
and Cedergren 1983) suffer from this distortion, which can enter through the choice 
of distances to be minimized (J. A. Lake, unpublished results). Until we can understand 
more completely the subtle relationships between sequence alignment and topology 
determination, some suggestions for obtaining multiple alignments seem useful. 

A direct solution to the alignment problem is to search for alignments that are 
independent of the sequential alignments. This procedure can be computationally 
intensive but is potentially useful. If one can find subsets of an alignment that are 
common to all of the possible sequential alignments, then it can be argued that the 
subset is reasonably free of topological alignment biases. The subset that is common 
to the EKBH, HKBE, and EHBK alignments is shown in the Appendix. I call this an 
order-independent alignment, and the analysis of it is shown in table 2C. Although 
this alignment is easy to calculate for four taxa, for large data sets this calculation can 
become computationally intensive. For example, in one study of the tree of life (Lake 
1988), - 1,200 individual four-taxon trees were analyzed. Since each four-taxon tree 
requires 12 independent alignments, one would need to calculate some 14,000 four- 
taxon alignments in order to use this alignment method. Nevertheless, this is still a 
feasible computation. 

Another type of pairwise, sequential alignment-the star alignment-requires 
less computation (Lake 1988). In this alignment, one selects a reference sequence 
and aligns all other sequences to it. If K were selected as a reference, then one would 
calculate BK, EK, and HK and combine them. Four star alignments are possible for 
four taxa, and their analyses are shown in table 2D. For them, all three methods are 
consistent with the same topology found for the order-independent alignment. This 
suggests that topological distortions are less for the star and order-independent align- 
ments than for the linear sequential alignments, for these data. The results in table 
2D are not significantly different when the divergent B sequence is used as a reference, 
but in general it would seem unwise to use a divergent sequence as a reference. An 
obvious benefit is that star alignments require substantially less calculation, since all 
taxa can be referenced to a single sequence. For the tree of life (Lake 1988)) only 3 1 
separate pairwise alignments were required for their combination into the complete 
32-taxon star alignment. 

Notably, it appears that the four sequences analyzed here tend to support the 
eocyte tree. Whether this is an effect observed for these four sequences or a statement 
about the tree of life would take us beyond the scope of the present paper and require 
the analysis of additional data. Nevertheless, additional EF-Tu genes from eocyes are 
being sequenced. If order-independent alignments of these sequences-the most con- 
served protein sequences yet found-should also support the eocyte tree, this would 
argue strongly for it. 

Most important, the present work shows that alignment order introduces topo- 
logical distortions that are distinct from-and, in the present example, more significant 
than-unequal rate effects. As additional, longer sequences-and even complete ge- 
nomes-become available, our attempts to reconstruct the past will become even 
more ambitious. Almost certainly, consideration of the artifacts introduced by align- 
ment order will play a major role in these studies. 

APPENDIX 

Some alignments of the EF-Tu sequences used in the present paper are listed in fig. A 1. 
The sequences are referenced by the following code: B (eubacterium) , E (eocyte ), H (halobac- 
terium), and K (eukaryote). This is followed by four letters describing the alignment that 
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K STAR FKXEK----- SHINVWIQR VD9oKsI--- -I---TQHLI ------YKC- WIDKRTIKK FE---KKMK LOKQSFKYAWV---LDKLKA 
L EKBH MAKKK----- PHINIVFIGH VDHGKST--- -I---IGRLL ------FDT- ANIPBNIIKK FE----EMGE KGK-SFKFAW V---MGRLKS 
B KKBX MSKKKFERTK PHVNVGTIGH VDHGKTT--- -L---TAAIT TVLAKTY--- GGAAR----A PD---Q---- ---------- ----IDNAPE 
II EKBE mDEQ----- -NQNLAIIGH VDSGKST--- -L------v0 RLLYETQ--- SVPEH----V IE---QHKKS AS KKGKGGFK PA-NUB 
E EKSE t&KKK----- PEINIVFIGE VDHGKSTTIG RLLFDTANIP ENIIKKFm GKKGK----S FKFAWV---- ---------- ----HDRLKE 
B EKBE HSKEKFKRTK PBVNVGTIGR VDNGKTT--- -L---TM11 TVLAKTY--- GGAAR----A FD---Q---- ---------- ----IDNAPE 
8 EKBE HSDEQ----- -iiQNU.IIGE VDEGKST--- -L ---VGNLL ------YRT- GSVPESVIEQ IiK---KKAEE K!XGGFKFAT V---WNLAE 
E EBBK MAKEKP---- -EINIVFIGE VDEGKST--- -T------1G WPDTA--- IIPEN----I IK---KF-KE kKXKGKS-FK FAkWHLWXZ 
B ERBK HSKEKFERTK PHVNVGTIGR VDEGKTT--- -I---TMIT TVUKTY--- GGAAR----A FD---Q---- ---------- ----IDNAPE 

EBBK MSDEQ----- -BQNLAIIGE VDEGKST--- -I------VG RLLYKTG--- SVPEE----V IE---QEKKE 
; ccpw3N ~_____ 

-E PAWWNLAE 
-BI-Ia mSaT--- __________ -----_---- ---------- -_-------- _________- ____LLjaKA 

K STAR EBERGITIDI ALWKFRT-P- KYQVTVIDAP GNRDPIMMI TGTSQAIKAI LIIAGGVGEF EAGISKDGQT RFBALLAFn GVRQLIVAVN 
K EKBE ERERGITIDV ARTKFET-PE RY-ITIIDAP GENDFVKNHI TGASQADMV LWA--VTD- --GVKP--QT KZRAFLARTL GINNILVAVN 
B EKBE EKARGITINT SEVEYDT-P- TREYAEVDCP GSADYVKNMI TGMpMxAI LWMTCGM P -------QT RERILLGRQV GVPYIIVFLN 
E EKBH ERERGVTIDI ARQEFST-D- TYDFTIVDCP GRRDFVKNMI TGASQADNAV LWAADDGVQ P-------QT QESVFLARTL GIGELIVAVN 
E EKBE ERERGITIDV ARTKFET-P- HRYITIIDAP GHNDFVK?JMI TGASQADMV LWAVTDGVM P -------QT KEEAFLARTL GINNILVAVN 
B SKBE EKARGITINT SRVEYDT-P- TREYAEVDCP GRADYVKNMI TGMWI LWMTDGRI P-------QT RESILLGPRV GWYIIVFLN 
E BKBE ERERGVTIDI AEQEFST-D- TYDFTIVDCP GRRDFVKNMI TGASQADNAV LWM----- DDGV--QFQT QEEVFLARTL GIGELIVAVN 

: 
EBBK ERERGITIDV AETKFETF’E- RY-ITIIDAP GSRDFVKNMI TGASQADAAV LWAVTDGVM P -------QT KESAFLARTL GINNILVAVN 
ERBK EKARGITINT SEVEYDT-P- TRHYASVDCP GSADYVKh?.lI TGAA@TJGAI LWMTDGFW P -------QT REEILLGRQV GVPYIIVFLN 

E EEBK ERERGVTIDI ASQEFST-D- TYDFTIVDCP GHPJFVKNMI TGASQADNAV LWAADDGVQ P-- -----QT QENVFLARTL GIGELIVAVH 
K CCMKIN ERERGITIDI ALWKFET--- ---VTVIDAP GHRDPIIMMI TGTSQADCAI LIIA------ --------QT REULLAFTL GVRQLIVAVN 

K STAR KbElSVKW-DE SRFQEIVKET SNFIKKVGYN FKTVFP--VF ISGWNGDNHI E--ATTNA-- ------P--- UYKGWEKETK AGWKGKTLL 
E EKBB KMDMVNY-DE KKFKAVAEQV ULLkT,LGY- -KNFpI--1P ISAWEGDNW K--KSDKM-- ------P--- WYNG------ ------PTLI 
B FXBH KCDMVD--DE ELLELVEMEV RELLSQYDFP GDDTPI--VR -----GSALK A--LEGDA-- ------E--- W------WE --ILELAGFL 
E EKBH KMDLVDYGES EYKQWE-KV KDLLTQVRFD SENAKF--1P -----VSAFE GDNIAEES-- ------EHTG WY-----DGE --IL-LEALN 
E EKBE KtCMVNY-DE ,XFKAVAEQV KKLLbMLGY- -KNFPI--I- -------PIS A--WEGDNW KKSDl@lP--- WYN----GPT --LIEA---L 
B RKBE KCC+fJD--DE ELLELVEKEV RELLSQYDFP GDDTPI--VR -----GSALK A--LEGDA-- ----_-E--w W------w( --ILELAGFL 
E EKBE KMDLVDY-GE SEYKQWEEV KDLLTQVRFD SENAKF--1P VSAFEGDNIA E--ESEET-- ------G--- WYDG------ ------EILL 
E EXBK KMDMVNYDEK KFKAVAE-QV kXj,Lb+%GYK N----FPIIP -----ISAWE GDNVVKKS-- ------DKMP WY-----NGP --TL-IEALD 

:: 
EBBK KCDMVD--DE KLLELVEMEV RRLLSQYDFP GDDTPI--VR -----GSALK A--LEGDA-- ------E--- W------F.AK --ILEUGFL 
EEBK KMDLVDYGES EYKQVVK-EV KDLLTQVRFD SENAKF--1P -----VSAFE GDNIAEES-- ------EETG WY-----DGE --IL-LKALN 

K CCMON KHOSVKW--- --------ET SNFIKKVGY- __________ __________ ________-- __________ _________- ---------- 

K STAR EAIDAIEQPS RPTDKPLRLP LQDVYKIGGI GTVPVGRVET GVIKPG?4WT F__ApAG-__ ---VTTE_-V KS---v---V =QLEw 

K KKBH KALDpMPEPP KPTDKPLRIP IQDVYSIKGV GTVPVGRVET GVLRVGDWI F--EPASTIF RKPIQSE--V KS-------I pMHEFt+JEA 
B EKSH DSY--1PEPE RAIDKPFLLP IEDVFSISGR GTWTGRVKR GIIKVGEEVE I--V--G--- ---IKET--Q KSTCTG---V PIFRKLLDEG 
E KKBE E----LPAPE PFTDAPLRLP IQDVYTISGI GTVPVGRVRT GILNTGDNVS FQPS--D--- _--VP&E--V KT------_V plsaE_ 
E SKBE DQ---MPEPP KPTDKPLRIP IQDVYSIKGV GIVPVGRVKT GVLJtVGDW- I--F--E--- ---PASTIPE KPIPGEVKSI PMREPWXA 
B RKBE DSY--1PEPE RAIDKPPLLP IEDVFSISGR GTWTGRVEN GIIKVGEEVE I--V--G--- ---IKET--9 KST---CTGV PiFRMLDEG 
Ii EKBE KALMLPAPE PPTDAPLRLP IQDWTISGI GTVFVGRVET GILNTGDNVS P--QPSD--- ---VSGE--V KT-------V EMfBEKVPKA 
E EHBK Q----MPEPP KPTDKPLRIP IQDVYSIKGV GTVPVGRVET GVLRVGDWI FEPA--STIP HKFIQGE-4' KS---z---I EhHtIERxlEA 

; 
EIiBK DSY--1PEPE RAIDKPFLLP IEDVFSISGR GTWTGRVER GIIKVGEEVE I--V--G--- ---IKET--9 KSTCTG---V EMFXLLDEG 
EHBK E----LPAPE PPTDAPLRLP IQDVYTISGI GTVPVGRVET GILNTGDNVS FQPS--D--- ---VSGE--V KT-------V EbNiREEVPKA 

K CC++XJN -----IEQPS RPTDKPLRLP LQDVYKIGGI GNPVGRVET GVIKPC;NW- ---------- ---------- ---------V RK~Z~EQLEQG 

K STAB VPGDNVGPNV KNVSVKEIRR GNVCGDAK-- --NDP----P KGCA-----S FNANIVL-- WPGQISA-- --GYSPVLDC NTARI----- 
E EKBE LPGDNIGFNV RGVGKNDIKR GDVAGHTN-- --NPFTWRP KD-------I FKAOIIVL-- NHPTAITV-- --GYTPVLHA ETLQV----- 
B EKSE RAGENVGVLLRGIKREEIERGQV--LAK-- --PGT----I KFET-----K FESkVYILSK DEGGRHTPFF K-GYRPQFW RTTk'----- 
8 EKBE EPGDNVGFNV RGVGKDDINR GDV---CG-- --PAD----D PPSVAE---I PQAQIVVH-- ----QHPSVI TEGYTFVFHA BTAQV----- 
t HKBE LPGDNIGFNV RGVGKNDIKR GDV--AGETN NPFl'V----V RfKD-----T FKAQIIVLN- ----EPTAIT V-GYTPVLW ETLQVAVRFE 
B RKBE NAGENVGVLLRGIKREEIKR OpV--UK-- --PGT----I KFET-----K PESEVYILSK DEGGRHTPFP K-GTRFQFYF RTTDV----- 
8 8KBE EFGDNVGFNV RGVGKDDIRR GDVCGPA--- --DDP----P SUE-----T PQAQIWM-- QEPSVITE-- --GYTPVFEA BTAQV----- 
E ENBK LPGDNIGFNV RGVGKNDIKR GDV---AG-- --ETN----H PPTWRPKD T FKAQIIVL-- ----NHFTAI TVGYTPVLNA llTLQV----- 

! 
EBBK PAGENVGVLL RGIKREEIER GQV--UK-- --PGT----I KFST-----K FESEVYILSK DEGGFJiTPFP K-GYRFQFYF RTTDV----- 
EBBK EFGDNVGFNV RGVGKDDIRR GDV---CG-- --PAD----D PPSVA---ET FQAQIWM-- ----QEPSVI TEGYTPVFW ETAQV----- 

K CMlON VPGDNVGFNV KNVSVKEIRR GNV------- ______---_ -_____-m-S FNAT"IVL-- ________-- --GYS- STaI----- 
. 

K STAR ---------A ,-J,J?DELLEKN DRRSGM(L__ ----EDHPKF -------LKS GDAALVI(FVP S-------KP -SEYP P-----Lm 
E EKBH ---------A VPJZQLLAKL DPRTGNIV-- ----EENPQF -------1KT GDSAIVVLRP T-------KP HVIEPVKEIP Q-----&RF 
B EKBH --o------T GTIK------ -_-_-w-L-- ____pEGVF&, ______-.&,p GDN__I- TLI-----HP IMD-mm-- G-----L-RF 
II EKSH ---------A CTVB------ -------SID KKIDPSSGEV AEENPDFIQN GDA--AVVTV RFQ-----KP LSIEP----- SSEIPELGSF 
E HKSE QLLAKLDPRT GNI------- -------V-m --_-EENPQF _______ IKT GDS--AIWL RPTKFt4VIEP VKEIP----- Q-----m 

HKSE -------s-T GTIR------ -___-w-L__ ____pE- 
! HKBE - 

----_--V"p GDN--I- 'I-_---LIHP IA),DD---_- G-----L-RF 
--------A CTVKSIDKKI DPSSGEVA-- ----EENPDP -------1QN GDMWTVRP Q-------W LSIEPSSEIP E-----LGSF 

E EHBK -_-------A OK----__ -------QLL AKLDPRTGNI VEENFQFIKT GDS--AIWL RPT -----KP MVIEP----- VKFJpQmjRF 

; 
EHBK ------s--T GTIE----mm _______L__ ____PEGvpI __ -----vHp GDN--I_ TLI-----HP ImD---_- G-----L-RF 
KHBK ---------A CNE------ -------SID KKIDPSSGEV AEENPDFIQN GDA--AWTV RPQ-----KP LSIEP----- SSEIPELGSP 

K -N __________ __________ --__----__ ______-___ ______-LKS GDA-___--- __________ _________- ______uiRf 

K STAR AVRDMRQTVAVGVIKSVDKT EKMKVXMQKAAKK 
E EKBH AI-TVA AGMVISIQKA E--------- _____- 
B EI(BS AIaaRT”G Am------ ----S-w _____- 
B EI(BS AImTIA m-------v ----~~ m---- 

: 
EKBE AIRIX+GQTVA AGMV------ ---1SIQtXE ------ 
WE AIREGGRTVG AGV,,------ ----S-s ______ 

i 
BKSE AIRDbKXJTIA AGKVLGVN-- KR-------- ______ 
EHBK AINDb%ZQTVA AG-------- ----MVISIQ KAE--- 

: 
ESBK AIEG(;T(TVG AG,",------ ----S-s ______ 
EBBK AIRC+lGQTIA AG-------- ----KVLGVN ER---- 

K C-N AmQmA VG-------- --_------- _____- 

450 
428 
394 
421 
428 
394 
421 
428 
394 
421 
237 

FIG. A I .-Various sequence alignments of EF-Tu 
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corresponds to the code used in the text. The K STAR sequence is the yeast sequence used as 
a “star” reference to combine the three different alignments. The K COMMON sequence is the 
yeast sequence at only those positions where the EKBH, HKBE, and EHBK alignments are 
identical. 
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